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Abstract 

Efficiency savings from automatic driving are easy to identify when operating new industrial areas where

work tasks are simple and repetitive. However, seamless high-speed communication between background

systems and other work machines is a prerequisite for a safe work environment created by autonomous

work machines. The aim of this study is to find the basic preconditions for the design of an autonomous

work area as well as to determine the baseline conditions for forming an area in a new environment. Fuel

efficiency in the work machine environment can be increased by enabling electric work machines and

C02 neutral solutions. This report also summarizes possibilities for the use of electric vehicles and work

machines on a test site. CO2 neutral and compensated traffic solutions provide a competitive advantage

through production chain. 
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1. Introduction 

This  study was motivated by investigating  production increases  in  industrial  facilities  in  the  city  of

Nurmes. Automated cargo loading and unloading was measured using modern measurement devices to

check sufficient positioning and to conduct a risk analysis to adapt the infrastructure accordingly (see.

Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The industrial facility where the automation enablers were measured using the sensing and

communication equipment in the research vehicle.

The operation of an automated vehicle requires the following list of enablers to be clarified:

 positioning accuracy and available error correction methods (e.g. RTK)

 rail-crossings 

 speed limits

 sensing range

 blind corners

 space for overtaking oncoming vehicles

 communication channel latencies

 dimensions and type of the planned vehicle

This article focuses on communication and environment perception tests carried out during an analysis in

the Nurmes area during Autumn 2021 when the temperature was +2 - +7 C. The article is divided into⁰
two feasibility studies: 1) to investigate connectivity in the area, and 2) to check the range and resolution

of environment perception sensors for low-speed automation. 

Connectivity is crucial for proper error correction and in ultimate cases even extending the sensing range

with collaborative sensing [3]. A sensing sub-system is one of the key issues for developing path planning

for automated vehicles [1]. Adverse weather is a typical obstacle for automated vehicle sensors [2].

2. Measurement methods 

Figure 2 shows the DTRA 2.0 (Data transfer analyzer) tool for measuring a network. The software sends

MQTT packages with a pre-selected payload size and interval. For test route network measurements, an

MQTT broker  on  the  VTT premises  was  used  [4].  MQTT is  a  publish-subscribe  network  protocol

dedicated  to  transporting  messages  between  devices.  The  protocol  usually  runs  over  TCP/IP and  is

commonly used for measurements on 4G/5G networks. Measurement software collects timestamps from

the vehicle’s GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) and adds a timestamp to every MQTT message
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at the message publishing time. The MQTT package is sent to the MQTT broker, where the DTRA tool

reads the same message back and adds a GNSS timestamp at the time of the subscribing message. By

sending and receiving timestamps, DTRA calculates values for network performance. The measurement

process can be adjusted by sending the interval and MQTT message payload size. With an increasing

interval and MQTT message payload size, the network may be loaded with data beyond the network

capability.

Figure 2. The DTRA 2.0 tool developed by VTT. The tool measures the latency of a network with the MQTT

protocol. The graphics show the real-time network latency in milliseconds with the packet loss rate. 

Network tests were performed using MCM message (Manoeuvre Coordination Message) as a payload.

This  message  is  commonly  used  as  a  payload  in  5G  measurements  modelling  automated  vehicle

messaging between other vehicles and a remote controller. In addition, raw sensor data was simulated by

sending 1000 byte LiDAR sensor messages through network.

Two 4G/5G network providers were used (Telia and Elisa)  with non-limited data 5G sim cards.  The

operators were selected for the best possible coverage of the test area based on the operator network

availability map. The main focus was the performance of the Elisa network and therefore the LiDAR

payload messages only sent on the Elisa network. The Elisa network was also mentioned as a customer

need.

As test devices two Xiamon 5G phones were used with a LINUX laptop and VTT’s DTRA software. The

software was connected to a dedicated MQTT broker (server) at VTT research laboratory. Measurement

packages with pre-selected payloads and intervals were used to collect network latency data. For accurate
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positioning data, GNSS with RTK (real-time kinematic positioning) correction was used. The position

was collected every 100 milliseconds.

Test devices were installed in VTT’s robot car Martti (Fig. 3) and it was used to collect measurement data

from the test rote. Sensors and antennas were installed on the roof box so as to be higher than surrounding

obstacles, i.e. cargo and wood piles. LiDAR sensors we also installed in the roof box to achieve better

visibility and a heavy-goods-vehicle-like point of view of the environment.

3. Connectivity tests 

Testing in Nurmes commercial cellular network

Network latency tests were performed 10 times for each test scenario and network provider. From these

10  test  runs,  5  sets  were  selected.  The  test  scenarios  were  separated  into  MCM and  LiDAR (light

detection and ranging) packets that were sent to the network every 100ms. The MCM packet size was set

to 204 bytes and the LiDAR payload to 1000 bytes.

As a result,  the DTRA software calculated the latency, package lost value, ping value and jitter.  The

latency value indicates the MCM or LiDAR package travel time from the DTRA software to the MQTT

broker (server) and back in milliseconds (ms). The package lost value indicates the number of packages

that were lost between the DTRA and the broker. The ping value is the standard network ping reach time

of the broker. The jitter indicates the variation in the time delay between when a package is transmitted

and when it is received over a network connection.

Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the test results performed for the MCM and LiDAR packages. For the Elisa

network and the MCM package, the average latency is 117 ms with an average ping time of  57 ms (Table

1). This indicates that the network reach time is low (a low ping value) but when the MCM payload was

added the network latency increases (high latency). This indicates that for automated driving and a 100

ms latency requirement, the Elisa network does not performing well. It is notable that the jitter value

remained at 30 ms showing that there was a small amount of variation between measurements.

Table 2. Latency, package loss, ping, and jitter for MCM messages and the Elisa network

In

Table 2, is the same test for the Telia network and MCM messages. In this case the latency value was 75

ms with a ping value of 51 ms. The Telia network performed notably faster than Elisa with the same

message. The jitter value is also lower indicating less variation between messages.
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Table 3. Latency, package loss, ping, and jitter for MCM messages and the Telia network

Table 3 shows the same results with a 1000 byte LiDAR message. It is notable that in this case the latency

time drops from 117 ms with MCM to 84 ms. The reason for this is unknow but this could indicate a

change of the network signal (low signal rate) or a busy network station when performing the MCM tests.

With the LiDAR data, however, the latency is near the ping value and gives almost the same performance

as the Telia network.

Table 3. Latency, package loss, ping, and jitter for lidar messages and the Elisa network

The same measurements that were introduced in Tables 1, 2 and 3 are presented as deviations in Figures

4, 5 and 6. The figures show the percentage of samples below a selected latency value in milliseconds.

These tables show the actual performance of the network compared to one average value of latency. From

Figure 3 it is possible see that only 40% of the samples are below 100 ms. After that the latency values

start to grow. It is notable that 1% of the samples are outliers over 200 ms.
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Figure 3. Elisa with MCM messages. The Y-Axis shows the latency in milliseconds. The X-axis shows the

percentage of latency values that are below the threshold in milliseconds. For example 30% of the samples are

below 100 ms.

Figure 4.  shows the Telia  network performance with same MCM message payload.  In  this  case  the

network performance is notably better.  Almost  80% of samples remain below 100ms. With the Telia

network there are also the same outliers compared to the Elisa network. These outliers could be down to

the behaviour of the 4G network and not occur with 5G, which promises better and more predictable

latency.
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Figure 4. Telia with the MCM messages. The Y-Axis shows the latency in milliseconds. The X-axis shows the

percentage of latency values that are below the threshold in milliseconds. For example 80% of the samples are

below 100 ms.

Figure 5. shows the Elisa network performance with a 1000-byte LiDAR message payload. In this case

the network performance is notably better that Elisa with the MCM payload. Almost 80% of the samples

remain below 100ms. With the LiDAR data, there are also the same outliers compared to the MCM

payload.

Figure 5. Elisa with 1000-byte LiDAR data. The Y-Axis shows the latency in milliseconds. The X-axis shows

the percentage of latency values that are below the threshold in milliseconds. For example 80% of the samples

are below 100 ms.

Experiments in a private test network

The Nurmes tests were done on a commercial 5G network when daily measurement results may vary due

to  the  number  of  network  users  and  location  of  the  5G base  station.  Additionally,  commercial  5G

networks in Finland operate in non-standalone mode when the 5G network utilizes the 4G network for

signaling. The Non-Standalone architecture does not provide the same low latency as the standalone 5G

network due to the more complex network topology. Non-standalone 5G does not support network slicing

which would improve performance, for example, for automated and remote driving applications.
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Standalone networks are not at this moment available for testing performance differences compared to

non-standalone networks. To test  the core non-standalone network performance where the number of

users or base station constellation does not limit the latency, another test campaign was done using VTT’s

non-standalone test network. This network is separated from the commercial 5G network with different

access point names (APN) but is still available for commercial 5G devices. The network also provides an

MEC (Mobile edge Computing) server as an MQTT broker, which is separated from the public Internet.

This enables direct access to the data server without the latency cost generated by the public Internet.

Figure  6 presents  a  map of  the  VTT non-standalone network test  area  and the  test  route  inside  the

coverage of the 5G test network. Two base stations are situated at the north and south ends of the test trac,

illustrated with red dots. 

Figure 6. Test network and test site for automated driving

For testing the network latency, two MEC (Local MEC and Remote MEC) servers with an MQTT broker
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were used. The remote MEC was the same MQTT broker that was used for the measurements at the

Nurmes test site. The connection between the remote MEC and VTT test network was routed through the

public Internet.  The local MEC server was inside the same 5G test network without routing through the

public Internet. The tests were done with two different commercial 5G devices, Netgear 5G and Huawei

5G models. Both devices were installed in the test vehicle without external antennas.

Figure 7  shows the results for both devices communicating through the local MEC server on the 5G

network. As can be seen, the latency is below 50 ms for all samples and 80% samples are below 30 ms. If

this is  compared with results  from commercial  5G (Figure  5) the difference is  notable  for  the same

payload. With the commercial network, the number of high latency values is significant although the

overall latency remains stable. This may be due to the location of the 5G base stations and signal levels at

the Nurmes test site and a low signal level may cause high latency. On the VTT test network, the base

stations are always in line of sight with the 5G devices, thus providing more stable signal levels. 

Figure 7. Local MQTT broker measurements on the private test network

Figure 8 shows the test results for the same remote MQTT broker which was also used for the Nurmes

test. In this case the data is routed from the 5G test network through the public Internet to VTT’s remote

MQTT broker. As can be seen, the network performance drops compared to the local MEC server. In this
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case 40% of the samples remain below 80 ms but the latency peaks at over 160 ms. If these results are

compared to the Nurmes measurements, the overall latency is still notably lower.

Figure 8. Remote MQTT broker measurements on the private test network

4. Perception sensors tests 

During test runs on the test track Luminar LiDAR data was also collected. Figure 8 shows an example of

a point cloud from an intersection for heavy goods vehicles. As can be seen, the intersection area allows

clear sensor visibility in each direction. Intersections along the test route are designed for human users to

observe  the  crossing  traffic  and  therefore  also  for  line-of-sight  type  LiDAR  sensors  there  is  good

visibility.

In Figure 9, white overlay circles indicate examples of clearly visible structures (traffic signs and light

poles) than can be also used as landmarks for automated vehicles. Landmarks allow automated vehicle to

locate themselves with LiDAR type sensor data when accurate GNSS data is not available. Landmarks

can be artificially added along the route to provide a better constellation for positioning.
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Figure 9. Examples of landmarks for automated driving. The test track provides static landmarks

that can be used for landmark-based positioning. In this case, the landmarks could be light poles

(upper picture) or road railings (lower picture).

The sensing studies indicate that  high-end products produce a feasible  field of  view for recognizing

pedestrians and objects in the operating environment. The weather conditions during autumn when some

of the road edges were obscured due to snow can be recognized from the LiDAR view. However, since

the area is covered with gravel, finding lanes is more challenging, even though a steady area is seen.

Automation and environment perception is more challenging during the winter when the environment is

covered with snow.

5. Future work and conclusions

When designing remote driving applications and areas for automated functions, these results indicate the

main communication features that need to be considered for the design stage. The MEC server location

which provides vehicle communication needs to be inside a network cluster which is separated from the

public Internet. This can be seen especially when comparing the Sodankylä test network results between
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local MEC and remote MEC. A remote MEC location caused a notable delay also in the Nurmes test

network results. This latency cost was also unpredictable leading to unexpected delays for time-critical

data,  for  example for remote driving functions.  With local  MEC the latency is more predictable and

stable. The second notable design feature is to have a standalone network available for remote driving and

automated  functions.  Non-standalone  commercial  networks  cause  unexpected  delays  in  the  network

which may be out of the acceptable latency range. When the latency peaks over 100 ms (over 80% of the

samples at the Nurmes test site), the delay leads to non-real-time remote driving feedback. Although the

VTT 5G network was non-standalone, the benefit of limited user access and a dedicated network was

notable.

The key challenge of the study was to check whether automation could be applied in the industrial field

even though the weather conditions were not ideal. The experiments were carried out in the autumn to

check the necessary level of environmental perception in the operating vehicles. The road for moving

cargos is about 1 km long in the Nurmes area. The available commercial cellular networks offer sufficient

bandwidth  for  error  correction  for  vehicle  positioning.  The  network  capacity  was  compared  to

measurements on a special  private network in Sodankylä which is  dedicated for R&D purposes.  The

commercial network provides about 80 ms latency times whereas the private network (without any other

traffic) could be served with 40 ms latency times. However, 80 ms is sufficient for driving about 50 km/h,

which is sufficient for this area. 

The environmental perception will be more exhaustively investigated in the upcoming AI-SEE project

which aims to develop countermeasures for improving sensing performance in adverse weather. In the

Nurmes area, the high-resolution LiDAR provided sufficient environment capacity, but the sensor is also

relatively expensive and therefore, complementary sensing principles will be investigated to cover 360

degrees around the vehicle. Optical sensing systems are needed to recognize objects and a reasonable

range is about 50–70 m ahead of the vehicle. This provides good bases for: a) implementing an automated

vehicle pilot on the Nurmes site, and b) investigating more exhaustive sensing principles in AI-SEE.
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